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Setting the 
context



New housesClassical

Soviet mass housing

Stalin era houses

New houses exclusive

Examples of house types

Neo Classical



Most common areas
City center Historic heighbourhoods Soviet built areas



Other smaller regions
Private residences within city limits Seaside region

New areaCriminal, run down areas
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Key Findings

01

02

03

How large is the 

apartment?

Is it a new house 

or not?

Is it in city center 

or not?



Size matters, every 1%  in house size 
increases price by 1.1%



Whilst similar, there is 40% price 
difference between both house types



Apartments in city center are more expensive than suburbs



Historic center discount 0%



Historic regions discount -20%



Soviet housing regions discount -40%



City limits discount -60% 



Criminal & run-down 
areas discount -80%



Private residences premium +10%



Historic houses in city center were  
2x more valuable than other regions



16%



+200 m2







What to do with rest of it? 
Well, you make the call!

How much we can 
understand the price?

85%
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How to make 
sense of all 

this?

Data Analytics knowledge can do 
wonders!











Source data | Cleaning and identification of variables

Street Region Street_name Rooms m2 Value_EUR Price_per_m2 Sale_type House_type

Valnu 4 City center Valnu 5 170 790500 4,650 For Sale New

Vilandes 8 City center Vilandes 3 164 647010 3,945 For Sale Neo Classical

Ausekla 6 City center Ausekla 6 232 638000 2,750 For Sale Neo Classical

Krisjana 

Valdemara 23

City center Krisjana 5 164 620000 3,780 For Sale Classical

We web extracted data from a largest listings website's real estate section [ss.com/lv/real-estate/flats/riga/].

For the purposes of this analysis, we simplified the data as follows:

• Considered only those listings that are "for sale"

• Re-categorized 'Region' to limit the number of unique/distinct regions to 8.

• Re-categorized 'House_type' to limit the number of unique house types to 6.

We also recognized that 'Street' and 'Street_name', would be drilling down even further into the region and hence, were

not relevant. In addition, we did not expect that few such entries would yield statistically significant result.

Additionally, 'Price_per_m2' would be highly correlated to Property price (i.e. 'Value_EUR‘) and hence was removed from

analysis.

Hence, for the final analysis we retained the dependent variable 'Value_EUR' and the independent variables - 'Region',

'Rooms', 'm2', 'House_type'.











Your head has most probably 
exploded by this point









Final regression model














